With the extending in the domain of data mining application, the research of the privacy preserving in data mining based on k-anonymity becomes more and more concerned. 
Introduction
With the rapid development of data mining and database, privacy and security of personal information is gradually becoming more and more concerned. The data are further used by the data miner for the analysis purpose which helps the organizations for gaining useful knowledge. These data may contain sensitive or valuable information of any individuals [1] . At this stage, to maintain the validity of the data and at the same time ensure data privacy and security in the case of mining is the purpose of privacy protection [2] . In recent years, many researchers have done much research on k-anonymity algorithm and it's improved algorithms [3-4, 5, 10-11] .At present, many privacy protection methods remain in dealing with a single sensitive attribute. And in multidimensional sensitive attributes possibilities should be taken into account before the release of their attackers' attacking when data is reasoning disclosure. So the above methods cannot guarantee the security of good information in multi-sensitive attributes dataset. For this reason, many researchers have proposed privacy protection methods multidimensional sensitive properties.
Related Work
Firstly, Samarati and Sweeney proposed the idea of k-anonymity [3] .It used the basic idea of Datafly in the algorithm and projected the publish data on the quasi-identifiers as a sub-table. Loop the sub-table as follow: When the record number is greater than k (which does not meet the constraint of k-anonymity), Select the largest number of all attributes. Generalized the attribute. After the end of the loop, recording the attributes which does not satisfy the remaining k-anonymity constraints. Literature [4] algorithm processing quasi-identifier attribute to avoid excessive loss of the foregoing information processing algorithm caused excessive anonymous, so that more property generalization grades k-anonymity meet more requirements, but does not consider the sensitive attribute of anonymity.
To improve the effectiveness, literature [5] [6] alignment identifier attribute randomized algorithm processing, and sensitive attribute partial k-anonymity processing. But they did not consider the situation of multi-sensitive. Literature [7] proposed the idea of multi-sensitive bucketization thought, combined with the idea of decomposing a multidimensional space priority algorithm proposed maximum privacy-sensitive data distribution method for multi-dimensional attributes, data mining also have some losses.
Proposed Method
Based on previous work this paper proposed MADARS: support multi-attributes generalization of randomized multi-sensitive attributes privacy protection method. According to the character of data attributes, classified the attributes as Ei, Qi and Sn. Processing separately, so that the validity of the data set much higher than the traditional anonymous algorithms, dataset has also been efficiently protected.
Formal Definition
Each tuple represents an individual information. This article contains the display identifier attribute, and the quasi-identifier attribute properties of three types of sensitive properties. Definition 1. Display identifier (referred to as Ei) attributes uniquely identify the attributes of identity information. Such as name, identity card number.
Definition 2. Quasi-identifiers (referred to as Qi). Refers to the information which on the joint to the obtain additional information can identify the user's identity attribute uniquely. And all data holders may be able to identify with external information connected to private information set.
Definition 3. Sensitive-attributes (referred to as Sn). Refers to personal sensitive information, such as religion, wages, health and so on. Definition 4. k-anonymity [10] .The basic idea is: each record on the released data set cannot be distinguished from other k-1 records. That is satisfied with the k-anonymity table, the possibility of a record re-identified risk is no more than 1/k. Definition 5. Generalization [11] . Generalization process follows the process of elimination, each attribute value is to determine the interval between the size of the range.
Precondition
Using the bottom-up support for multi-attribute k-anonymity algorithm generalization in quasi-identifier attribute data sets, here we use f0 for the generalized functions of first layer, f1 for the second layer, and so on.
Generalization

Algorithmic process:
Input：Dataset T, positive integer k; Output: k-anonymity Table ; Steps:
1.Determine the character of identifier attributes as display identifier Ei, quasi-identifier attribute Qi, and sensitive attribute 7. Repeat this procedure until you find another attribute g; 8. Generalize g, followed by a recursive judgment, if it meet the k-anonymity, then break out; 9. Else, recursively for the next layer until the data set to meet the k-anonymity; 10. Stop.
In the algorithm, we must delete or suppress the display attribute first, and used to uniquely identify the individual character attributes, and then using the algorithm for the data set.
Randomization
Randomize the sensitive attribute dataset and use the properties of transition probability matrix.
Algorithmic process:
Input: Sensitive dataset S, the transition probability matrix M, and the mapping matrix P in the size of i*j (P is a mapping matrix between T and M);
Output: Conversion Table C First, generate probability matrix M and mapping matrix P randomly in the algorithm. Rearrangement the multi-sensitive attribute in set S (S1, S2,…, Sn) according to the mapping between the elements. For the probability matrix M, take the largest position of the first column. Take the first position, if there are as the maximum two or more same value in the column; if the column position is already occupied, then choose the position of the next big value. Rearrange substitution table S according to this method.
Example
Generated probability matrix M randomly, the mapping matrix P = [3,1,2] mean that M3 applied to S1, M1 is applied to S2, M2 applied to S3. According to the multi-sensitive attributes randomized algorithm rules, choose the position of the maximum value in M, if the column position of the maximum is already occupied, then select the position of the second largest value, if there are the same value two or more column then take position of the previous value, and so on. As shown in this example, the position of the maximum M3 of the first line is 2; it is the maximum position 2 and 3 in the second row, the location should be selected the prev value of 2, but the first row has selected this position, so select the second largest value of the position of 1; The maximum position in the third row of 2 has been selected, then choose the second largest value of the position which is the position of 5; Similarly, choose the location for each line, and ultimately determine the order in M3 of each value: the position should be 2,1,5,4,6,3.Mapping M3 to dataset S1 (= race),the element position should be: 2 (white), 1(black), 5 (yellow), 4 (yellow), 6 (white), 3 (white),form a new column C1. Similarly, we can also get C2, C3 columns, and construction a new Table C. Shown as Table 2 . 
Steps of Scoring
Definition 6. Information loss [11] . Some information would loss in the data anonymization process.
In this paper, Weight loss information and to measure the pros and cons of anonymity. In this paper, Information loss based on the weight sum of different types generalization. And direct its strategy. 
Experiment
Experiment hardware configuration: Inter (R) Core (TM) i5-4200U 1.60GHzCPU, 4GB RAM, software configuration: Microsoft Windows8 SP2, JDK6.0, MATLAB R2013a. And the experimental operate five times averaging value as the final result.
Experimental Data Sets
In this experiment, the test dataset come from Adult dataset of UCI machine learning repository in Irvine University, this dataset has been widely used in study of data anonymity, and it is about 5.5M. First, remove the missing attributes in data records, after preprocessing，left 30,163 elements. Choose 9 attributes in the dataset:{Age，Gender， Race，Education，Native Country，Work Class，Salary Class，Occupation，Marital Status．}( Occupation，Marital Status，Salary Class are Sensitive attributes, Sn).The rest of the attributes are quasi-identifier attributes: Qi, where age is a numeric attribute, the rest five are categorical attributes. 
Analysis of Experimental Results
IL1 represents information loss of Incognito algorithm, ET1 represents it's time consuming; IL2 represents information loss of MA-Datafly algorithm, ET2 represents it's time consuming; IL3 represents information loss of MADARS. The MADARS method processing Qi with MA-Datafly, and Sn with randomize algorithm, but as the amount of data increases exponentially in randomize algorithms, the number of iterations of the matrix increases, and consume a lot of the stacks and Ram, so that the current environment can be achieved under about the 1500 line data. We intended to build a Hadoop platform to parallel processing when data amounts are huge, the processing time is about 40ms. 
Conclusion
This paper studies the problem of multi-sensitive attributes of privacy protection in data mining, And propose MADARS method, processing Qi with MA-Datafly, and Sn with randomize algorithms to overcome shortcomings: large information loss, low utility data in existing algorithms. This method protect the relationship between the high interdependence attributes. Experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively protect sensitive information from disclosure, while maintaining high data utility and low information loss, and the efficiency high.
